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Dear Mr

Thank you for your invitation to provide a written submission to the Committee regarding the effect of

<> mandatory sentencing on people with a significant mental impairment(Petition No. 1201. The complaint has
riot been taken to the Parliamentary Commissioner for Administrative Investigations (Ombudsman).
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Mandatory sentencing provisions for people convicted of assaulting or causing bodily harm to police officers,
ambulance officers, transit guards, court security officers or prison officers were introduced in WA in 2009.
These provisions remove the discretion normally available to the courts to take into account the individual
circumstances surrounding these offences and instead require the court to impose a mandatory jail
sentence.
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As noted in Petition 120, mandatory sentencing has a manifestIy unjustimpact on members of the
community with a serious mental impairment due to the courts'inability to take into account when an
offender has committed an assault while suffering from a mental illness.
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The first two people facing the charges for assaulting a public officer following the introduction of
mandatory sentencing provisions both suffered from mental illness. Quite a lot of negative media resulted
from these cases and prosecutors made the decision to downgrade the charges. While these individuals did
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not ultimately face jailtime, their cases highlight the fundamental problem with mandatory sentencing
<>which is that our courts no longer have the discretion to give an appropriate sentence. Discretion is only
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available to the police and the prosecution, and that decision is therefore made away from public scrutiny.
This strikes at the fundamental safeguards of our legal system. It is law by the police, riot law by the courts.

We should allow the judiciary to determine whether mental illness played a central role in any offence
against a public officer, or was at least a factor to some degree in the committing of an offence and, if so, to
decide the appropriate punishment and outcome forthe offender.

Mandatory sentencing provisions have also been shown to have a terrible impact on the peace of mind and
the personal safety of riot only the mentally ill but also on their carers and loved ones. It has been brought to
my attention by numerous mental health carers and advocates that as a result of this legislation some carers
and loved ones of people with a mental illness no longer have the confidence to call for assistance from
public officers in the event of a crisis. As a result innocent people are placing themselves in potentially quite
dangerous situations in order to protect a loved one from potential jailtime.
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My understanding 1sthatthe Government is neither unaware nor unsympathetic to this issue. To date the
Attorney General and Minister for Police's responses have included highlighting the discretion which is
available to police, the insanity defence option, and training and resources to deal with the mentally ill
within the police and courts. I understand that the prosecutorial guidelines apparently stipulate that if it is
determined that an offender has a mental illness, mandatory sentencing charges will riot be pursued.
Unfortunately guidelines, training, and police discretion do not provide adequate protection for vulnerable
members of our population. Guidelines are a guide only. They can be changed or ignored. In addition, none
of these responses allows the courtthe option to apply an appropriate sentence forthe offence in question
after full consideration of allthe facts and any mitigating factors, which is what is really needed. The court
no longer has the discretion to require the person in question receive treatment fortheir illness rather than
be sent to jail.

I do not believe we currently have any adequate responses to protect people with a serious mental
impairment from mandatory sentencing provisions. The only adequate response is to change the law so that
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Western Australians have a right to expectthat oursystem will protect its most vulnerable members.
Mandatory sentencing has removed this capacity from our courts. Instead the threat of jail hangs above the
heads of those who, without criminal intent or fully cognizant of the consequences of their actions, cause
harm to a public officer.

I firmly believe this law is wrong and must be changed. On the 23rd of June 20/11introduced into the
Legislative Councilthe CriminolCode Amendment Bill(No. 2) 2011. The Billseeksto amend the Criminal
Code to ensure that mandatory sentencing provisions for assault on a public officer do riot apply to persons
whose judgement or behaviour at the time of the offence was impaired to a significant extent by mental
impairment. Members of the Committee who have not already done so may wish to consider the arguments
made during my second reading speech on this Bill.

In advocating for change of the law I do riot in any way want to diminish the seriousness with which I believe
assaults against public officers should be viewed. Appropriate penalties should be given to those who assault
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significantly impaired. The decision to assault a public officer in these cases is not made with forethought or
consideration of the implications.

Concerns regarding the impact of mandatory sentencing on people with a mental illness have been raised by
advocacy groups and individuals including Mental HealthMatters2 and Arafmi Mental Health Carers and
Friends Association (WA)Inc. The Council of Official Visitors also raised the issue in its 2009-2010 Annual
Report and recommended legislative amendment be made to address its concerns.
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I fully support the petitioners' call for our courts to be able to use appropriate discretion when sentencing
people with a significant mental impairment and I urge the Committee to recommend to the Attorney
General that he support legislative change to this effect.

Yours sincerely

Hon Ajison Xamon MLC

Member for East Metropolitan

1.1 July 201.1
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